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ABSTRACT

The present study examined the influence of appearance, procedure and position on identification decisions, post-decisional confidence ratings and estimates of discrimination and confidence-specific accuracy. Regarding appearance, the study examined the combined influence of three naturalistic changes that occur day-to-day (i.e. a reduction in cranial hair length, the removal of stubble, and a change of clothing), two of which have not been considered before in a lineup-decision context. Participants (N = 350) completed four experimental lineups which involved: viewing a target person, completing a brief distractor task, and making an identification decision and a post-decisional confidence rating from a photographic lineup. Participants were randomly allocated to complete simultaneous or sequential lineups, with appearance (no change, change), position (early, late) and target (present, absent) systematically varied across the four trials. Appearance affected all dependent measures and was particularly influential in target-present lineups. Naturalistic changes to target appearance reliably decreased correct identification rates, confidence in correct identifications, discrimination accuracy, and confidence-specific accuracy. Procedure and position, by contrast, had a more limited impact. Of concern for the criminal justice system, neither procedure nor position manipulations offset any reductions in lineup-decision accuracy when target appearance changed.
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More than 50 years of empirical and field research have shown that eyewitness identification decisions, obtained using lineup procedures, are highly fallible and often mistaken (Clark et al., 2008; Horry et al., 2014; Steblay et al., 2011). During this time, considerable attention has been afforded to better understanding eyewitnesses’ lineup-based identification decisions, and how they might be improved (Wells et al., 2006). A primary objective of this research has been to identify influential factors that contribute to, or minimise, mistaken identifications. Such factors have been broadly categorised in the literature as...
belonging to one of two groups: estimator or system variables (see Wells, 1978). Estimator variables refer to event and witness factors outside the criminal justice system’s control, whereas system variables refer to procedural factors within the criminal justice system’s control.

Perpetrator appearance change (i.e. appearance) is an estimator variable that describes the relationship between person-specific cues stored at encoding (i.e. physical attributes of a perpetrator as witnessed during a criminal event) and person-specific cues available at retrieval (i.e. the physical attributes of the suspect and lineup members viewed during a lineup). To date, eyewitness research examining appearance has primarily focused on the influence of distinct, disguise-related changes to appearance on lineup-based decision accuracy. However, research has rarely considered the influence of naturalistic appearance changes. As appearance characteristics vary day-to-day, and naturalistic changes can occur frequently during criminal investigations (Erickson et al., 2017; Pozzulo & Marciniak, 2006), it is important to examine how such changes to appearance influence eyewitness decision-making.

Procedure and position, which describe the mode of lineup administration and the placement of a suspect within a lineup respectively, are two system variables that have received considerable attention from eyewitness researchers. However, there is limited research examining how these two system-controlled variables interact with naturalistic changes to appearance in lineup-based identification contexts. As such, it is important to examine if and how system-controlled variables influence eyewitness decision-making under varied appearance conditions. The present study, therefore, sought to directly investigate the influence of appearance (estimator variable), procedure and position (system variables) on identification decisions, post-decisional confidence, and estimates of decision accuracy.

**Appearance**

As part of a criminal investigation, police officers are sometimes unable to apprehend the perpetrator at the scene of a crime, resulting in a delay between the witnessed criminal event and subsequent lineup-based identification (Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006; Pozzulo & Marciniak, 2006). During this delay, which might span days, weeks, months or even years, the appearance characteristics of a perpetrator can change (Terry, 1994; Thomson, 1982). The appearance characteristics of a perpetrator play an important role in recognition, for in the absence of familiarity or prior knowledge of a perpetrator’s identity, the person-specific cues associated with their appearance are the primary source of information available to witnesses when responding to a lineup (Levi & Jungman, 1995; Thomson, 1982, 1986).1

The types of changes made to perpetrator appearance during a criminal investigation can be classified as either disguise-related or naturalistic (Hope & Sauer, 2014). Disguise-related changes typically involve the addition or removal of paraphernalia worn to obscure salient parts of a perpetrator’s underlying facial structure (Cutler et al., 1987; Mansour et al., 2012; O’Rourke et al., 1989). In lineup-based identification contexts, the addition and removal of eyewear (Mansour et al., 2012), headgear (Cutler et al., 1987; O’Rourke et al., 1989) and other disguise-related changes, such as wigs (Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006; Pozzulo & Marciniak, 2006; Yarmey, 2004) and masks (Davies & Flin, 1984;
Manley et al., 2021) have been found to have a significant deleterious effect on identification accuracy, particularly in target-present lineups. In target-absent lineups, the impact of disguise-related changes is less clear. Some studies have found that the addition of a wig at encoding has no effect on identification decisions (Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006; Pozzulo & Marciniak, 2006; Yarmey, 2004), whereas Mansour et al. observed that the addition of a toque (i.e. hat) at encoding significantly increased incorrect identifications made from target-absent lineups.

Naturalistic changes to perpetrator appearance occur with the passage of time, and typically involve alterations to cranial hair length, colour and style, facial hair length or presence (in male populations), body shape, weight, and age (Charman & Wells, 2007). To date, limited attention has been afforded to examining naturalistic appearance changes in lineup-based identification contexts (Molinaro, Arndorfer, & Charman, 2013). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, only two studies have examined the impact of naturalistic changes to target appearance on identification (Gronlund et al., 2009; Memon & Gabbert, 2003). Memon and Gabbert, for example, manipulated the hair style of a female target so that their long hair was either worn down or pulled back at encoding. Gronlund et al., by comparison, manipulated the appearance of a male target, so that they either had or had not grown several days worth of facial hair, and altered their cranial hair slightly, at the point of retrieval. Consistent with research on disguise-related changes, both studies found that significantly fewer correct identifications were made in change, relative to no change conditions.

Theoretical accounts of recognition, such as signal detection theory, offer an explanation as to why correct identifications diminish when targets change their appearance. Signal detection accounts posit that the process of making an identification decision is dependent on the interaction between two internal cognitive processes: match-to-memory and decision criterion (Baranski & Petrusic, 1998; Sauer et al., 2008). Match-to-memory can be characterised as the subjective sense of similarity or feeling of familiarity a person experiences when comparing a present object with an object stored in memory (Levi & Jungman, 1995; Thomson, 1982; Tulving, 1981; Wixted, 2007). Decision criterion describes the degree of evidence required to trigger a positive identification (i.e. a member of the lineup is selected; Clark, 2011). In cases involving unknown perpetrators, appearance constitutes the main source of perceptual, and by extension memorial, information available to witnesses when responding to a lineup task (Charman & Wells, 2007). A changed perpetrator will, therefore, generate less match-to-memory evidence than an unchanged perpetrator when presented as part of a lineup, because fewer perceptual cues are available at retrieval that can act as reliable markers of recognition (Shapiro & Penrod, 1986; Thomson, 1986; Thomson et al., 1982). In signal detection terms, changing perpetrator appearance directly weakens match-to-memory evidence, making it less likely to exceed a witness’s decision criterion and trigger a correct identification (Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006).

In actual criminal investigations, the potential impact of appearance change cannot be overstated. Of particular concern are naturalistic changes because they occur on a day-to-day basis and, therefore, could play a role in every criminal investigation and subsequent lineup task (Charman et al., 2022; Erickson et al., 2017). Furthermore, there is no way to account for the occurrence of naturalistic changes in real-world contexts. Recognising that a perpetrator has undergone a naturalistic change (or changes) is often conditional...
on first recognising that the suspect is the perpetrator (Charman et al., 2022). From a criminal justice system perspective, it is not possible to determine whether differences between a witness description of a perpetrator and detained suspect, are the result of the perpetrator changing their appearance or an innocent suspect not matching the appearance of the perpetrator.

Given the relative paucity of research examining the effects of day-to-day naturalistic appearance changes on identification, more data is needed that replicates and extends the limited knowledge base. As Charman et al. (2022) stated, eyewitness research has tended to ignore the reality that perpetrators’ appearance in real-world contexts often changes. As such, when making recommendations regarding the suitability of key system variables, researchers may have overestimated the accuracy and confidence with which witnesses make lineup-based decisions in real-world contexts. To date, the one study to have examined the influence of appearance, procedure, and position on identification, manipulated appearance by using additive changes (i.e. facial hair was added at retrieval; Gronlund et al., 2009). However, research must also consider the inverse affect, by manipulating appearance through removal-based changes (i.e. facial hair is removed at retrieval). This distinction is important, as several studies in the field of face recognition have found that additive and removal-based changes affect recognition accuracy differently (Righi et al., 2012; Terry, 1994). For example, Righi et al. and Terry found that removing eyeglasses from a target between encoding and retrieval reduced recognition accuracy, but adding eyeglasses had no effect. Further, Righi et al. found that removing a wig, and Terry found that adding a beard, contributed to larger respective declines in recognition accuracy than adding a wig and removing a beard.

Procedure and position

A plethora of research has sought to establish whether the simultaneous (i.e. lineup members are presented to the witness at the same time) or sequential (i.e. lineup members are presented to the witness one at a time) procedure encourages more accurate eyewitness responding (see Clark et al., 2008; Palmer & Brewer, 2012; Steblay et al., 2011 for meta-analyses). Most empirical evidence indicates that a trade-off in accuracy occurs across target present and absent lineups, whereby correct identifications occur more frequently from target-present simultaneous lineups and correct rejections occur more frequently from target-absent sequential lineups (Clark et al., 2008; Palmer & Brewer, 2012). In actual criminal investigations, the utility of this finding is limited, for investigators cannot establish with certainty whether a lineup contains the perpetrator or not (Wells & Olson, 2003). Accordingly, researchers have increasingly relied on analyses that collapse across target presence (e.g. diagnosticity ratios, d’, and pAUC) to form conclusions regarding procedural superiority (Smith et al., 2017). While much research initially favoured a sequential lineup advantage (see Steblay et al., 2011), more recent research using signal detection measures has almost unanimously favoured a simultaneous lineup advantage (Carlson & Carlson, 2014; Gronlund et al., 2014; Seale-Carlisle et al., 2019; Seale-Carlisle & Mickes, 2016).

The diagnostic feature detection hypothesis (DFD) was introduced to explain the simultaneous lineup advantage (Wixted & Mickes, 2014), which posits that simultaneous lineups facilitate improved discrimination relative to sequential lineups (i.e. the degree
to which witnesses can accurately categorise novel stimuli from previously encountered stimuli; Lee & Penrod, 2019). According to DFD, simultaneous lineups encourage witnesses to compare lineup members (Seale-Carlisle et al., 2019). This process of comparison allows witnesses to detect and immediately discount features shared by all lineup members as non-diagnostic; and instead focus on, and attribute weight solely to unique features which are diagnostic when making an identification decision. Sequential lineups, by contrast, deliberately restrict witnesses’ capacity to compare faces. It is argued that by presenting lineup members in isolation witnesses can only establish which features are shared and unique as they progress through the lineup (Wetmore et al., 2017). As such, witnesses presented with a sequential lineup may attribute greater weight to non-diagnostic information when making an identification, decreasing discrimination accuracy (Wixted & Mickes, 2014).

The applications of DFD extend beyond procedure and can be useful for understanding how identifications obtained from sequential lineups are influenced by other system-controlled variables, like position (Wetmore et al., 2017). Interest in position effects, which describe the propensity for a participant to select a target or replacement as a function of where they are presented in a lineup has grown in the advent of research which found that position primarily influences identification decisions made within sequential, rather than simultaneous lineups (Carlson et al., 2008; Clark & Davey, 2005; Gronlund et al., 2009; Meisters et al., 2018; Wells et al., 2011). Research examining position effects within sequential lineups has generally found that identification performance increases when targets and replacements are presented late in a sequential lineup, rather than early (Carlson et al., 2008; Gronlund et al., 2009; Horry et al., 2012; Meisters et al., 2018). According to DFD, this is because witnesses become more familiar with which features are or are not diagnostic as a sequential lineup progresses, allowing them to better optimise their discrimination capabilities (Wetmore et al., 2017). It is worth noting, however, that some research has found the opposite effect, namely, that identification performance in target-present lineups increases when targets are presented early in a sequential lineup, rather than late (Carlson et al., 2016; Clark & Davey, 2005). Findings of an early position advantage are at odds with the assumptions of DFD, and directly contradict the proposition that witnesses optimise their discrimination capabilities over the course of a sequential lineup. Instead, it has been argued that witnesses are more likely to ‘spend’ their identifications on similar-looking foils preceding the target, when the latter is positioned late rather than early in a sequential array (Clark & Davey, 2005).

Position effects in sequential lineups are complex and the inconsistent nature of the relationship between procedure and position is not easily explained (Colloff & Wixted, 2020). Despite this, establishing the applied suitability of procedure and position factors in real-world contexts remains a priority for the criminal justice system (Horry et al., 2012). Given the propensity for estimator variables like appearance change (i.e. appearance) to occur in the real world, it is important to examine how appearance interacts with key system variables to impact identification (Charman et al., 2022). Currently, little is known about how procedure and position interact with appearance. In fact, the limited published research examining the relationship between appearance (including disguise) and procedure has produced inconsistent findings, with evidence of a sequential advantage (Gronlund et al., 2009), a simultaneous advantage (Memon & Gabbert,
and no difference found (Cutler & Penrod, 1988; Mansour et al., 2012; Pozzulo & Marciniak, 2006) when target appearance was changed.

Conversely, the one study to examine appearance, procedure and position produced findings contrary to predictions (Gronlund et al., 2009). Gronlund et al., for example, hypothesised that simultaneous lineups would be less vulnerable to changes in appearance than sequential lineups because lineup members can be directly compared, and a changed target should still have the strongest resemblance to a witness’s memory relative to other lineup members. However, the findings revealed that when target appearance was changed sequential lineups produced more accurate responding than simultaneous lineups. Regarding appearance, procedure and position, no significant interactions were found between the three variables. Yet position effects within sequential lineups were much more prominent in no change than change conditions, perhaps suggesting that positional advantages can be rendered weaker or even redundant in cases involving changed targets. In response, the authors called for more research, noting that it was unclear why the research findings were inconsistent with expectations.

**Confidence**

Lineup-based decisions typically refer to categorical identifications (i.e. yes, that is the perpetrator; no, the perpetrator is not present), yet witnesses often provide investigators with additional information in the form of post-decisional confidence ratings (i.e. I am 90% certain that is the perpetrator). Interest in post-decisional confidence ratings (i.e. confidence) has grown in the advent of research which found that confidence and accuracy for positive identifications decisions are well calibrated and robustly associated (Brewer, 2006; Brewer & Wells, 2011; Juslin et al., 1996; Wixted & Wells, 2017). Empirical evidence supporting an association between confidence and decision accuracy has a strong theoretical basis (Baranski & Petrusic, 1998; Sauer et al., 2008; Van Zandt, 2000). For example, decisional locus theories, the most notable of which is signal detection theory (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991), posit that confidence and decision-making rely on the same information in memory, and thus confidence ratings and identifications are intrinsically related (Sauer et al., 2008). Confidence within a decisional locus framework reportedly indexes match-to-memory signal strength (Dobolyi & Dodson, 2013; Leippe et al., 2009) or the difference between match-to-memory signal strength and a witness’s decision criterion (Brewer & Wells, 2011; Sauer & Brewer, 2015; Wixted et al., 2015). Regardless of which interpretation is favoured, it has been suggested that for positive identification decisions, confidence provides a relatively direct measure of the memorial evidence in favour of that decision (Sauer et al., 2008).

The small number of studies to have examined the influence of appearance, procedure or position on confidence, have reported inconsistent findings. Regarding appearance, some findings suggest that confidence in correct identifications decreases in change conditions (Mansour et al., 2012), while other findings suggest that confidence is completely unaffected by appearance (Cutler et al., 1987). Similar to appearance, the influence of procedure has varied considerably, as some findings suggest that confidence in positive identifications decreases in simultaneous compared to sequential lineups (Dobolyi & Dodson, 2013; Gronlund et al., 2009; Weber & Brewer, 2004, experiment 2), confidence in non-identifications decreases in simultaneous compared to sequential lineups
(Mansour et al., 2012), and confidence is unaffected by procedure (Lindsay & Wells, 1985; Weber & Brewer, 2004, experiment 3). No explanation has yet been offered to account for the discrepant findings regarding confidence, particularly as they relate to appearance and procedure effects. Unlike appearance and procedure, very little research has examined the influence of position on confidence. Although it is apparent that some research examining position effects within simultaneous and sequential lineups have obtained post-decisional confidence ratings, analyses relating to the influence of position on confidence were not reported (e.g. Carlson et al., 2016; Gronlund et al., 2009; Horry et al., 2012).

**Present study**

There is a dearth of research examining the impact of day-to-day naturalistic appearance changes in a lineup-based identification context, with only two prior studies examining its influence in relation to eyewitness decision-making (Gronlund et al., 2009; Memon & Gabbert, 2003). Of these, Gronlund et al. examined the variables of interest in the present study (i.e. appearance, procedure and position), but their study involved additive-based featural transformations and focused only on identification decisions and post-decisional confidence ratings.

Continued examination of day-to-day naturalistic appearance changes is important in lineup-based identification contexts because the appearance characteristics of a perpetrator are the primary source of information available to witnesses, and changes that occur naturally likely influence most real-world lineup tasks (Charman et al., 2022; Erickson et al., 2017). It is also important to examine procedure and position to evaluate whether the manipulation of these system variables can be used to effectively mitigate the potential deleterious effects of appearance change. Establishing if or how procedure and position can influence participants’ lineup decisions and maximise decision accuracy under variable appearance conditions will have implications for the criminal justice system.

The present study extends prior research by examining, for the first time, the influence of appearance, procedure and position on identification decisions, post-decisional confidence ratings, and estimates of discrimination and confidence-specific accuracy. In contrast to previous research, the appearance manipulation in the present study involved exclusively removal-based featural transformations; such that, in change conditions targets’ facial and cranial hair were removed and less prominent in length respectively, during the lineup than at encoding. Distinguishing between additive and removal-based transformations in an identification context is important, given that research in the field of face recognition has found that these changes can affect recognition accuracy differently (Righi et al., 2012; Terry, 1994). It is also important to acknowledge, that targets in change conditions wore different clothing during encoding and the lineup.

Regarding procedure and position, the last decade has offered several important theoretical advancements regarding the influence of these variables on lineup-based decision accuracy, with recently introduced signal detection measures used to inform applied recommendations regarding the suitability of system variables in real-world contexts. Therefore, the present study extends prior research by adopting measures including multi-’ (Lee & Penrod, 2019) and confidence-accuracy characteristic analysis (Mickes, 2015) to better estimate the accuracy and reliability with which eyewitnesses make decisions from lineups in contexts where target appearance may have changed.
In examining the impact of appearance, the following hypothesis was proposed in light of signal detection theory and previous research findings:

(1) It is hypothesised that correct identification decisions, confidence in correct identifications, discrimination and confidence-specific accuracy will be higher in no change than change conditions.

Regarding procedure and position, hypotheses were not deemed appropriate given the inconsistencies between theoretical predictions and empirical research findings. As such, two general research questions were proposed:

(2) Does procedure influence the accuracy of identification decisions, post-decisional confidence ratings, and estimates of discrimination and confidence-specific accuracy?
(3) Does position, within sequential lineups, influence the accuracy of identification decisions, post-decisional confidence ratings, and estimates of discrimination and confidence-specific accuracy?

Regarding the relationship between appearance, procedure and position, little is currently known about how they might interact, and the one prior study to have examined these factors produced findings contrary to predications. As such, a final research question is proposed:

(4) Do appearance, procedure and position interact to influence the accuracy of identification decisions, post-decisional confidence ratings, and estimates of discrimination accuracy?

Materials and methods

Design

The study adopted a 2 (appearance) × 2 (procedure) × 2 (position) × 2 (target) mixed factorial design, with procedure (simultaneous, sequential) manipulated between-participant, and appearance (no change, change), position (early, late) and target (present, absent) manipulated within-participant. At the outset, participants were randomly allocated to one of two lineup conditions: simultaneous or sequential. Participants within each lineup condition were then randomly allocated to one of eight possible viewing conditions. Within each viewing condition, appearance, position, and target were varied across four lineup trials. It is important to note that participants viewed four as opposed to eight lineups, because appearance and position manipulations were perfectly conflated within each viewing condition (see the Appendix).

Participants

A total of 350 participants with an average age of 30.99 years (SD = 12.21, range 17–71 years) completed the study. Most participants were female (n = 269, 78.4%) and Caucasian.
(n = 263, 76.7%); seven participants chose not to provide any demographic information. Approximately half of participants (n = 178, 50.9%) were community members, recruited via social media (Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter), email invitation, posters, and word of mouth. Remaining participants (n = 172, 49.1%) were undergraduate students recruited via university research participation schemes at the authors’ institutions. Community members were offered the opportunity to enter a prize draw to receive a $25 e-gift card, and undergraduate students were offered the opportunity to receive course credit.

**Materials**

Still, photographs from the multi-PIE face database (multi-PIE; Gross et al., 2010) were used both as encoding stimuli and in the construction of lineups. Multi-PIE is a resource which provides high-resolution passport-style images (i.e. head and shoulders) of faces of different ethnicities and genders. For this research, all photographs were of Caucasian males.

**Target photographs**

In the present study, three different photographs of each target were selected from multi-PIE. One of two photographs of each target was presented to participants during encoding (i.e. the target stimulus photograph), depending upon the appearance condition (i.e. no change, change). The third photograph of the target was presented during retrieval (i.e. the target photograph included in the lineup) and remained the same regardless of which appearance condition participants were in.

Three person-specific characteristics (target facial hair presence, target cranial hair length, and target clothing) and one contextual characteristic (photograph background) were used to establish the suitability of potential target persons. In no change conditions, the target stimulus photograph and the target photograph included in the lineup only differed in relation to the one contextual characteristic (photograph background). The two photographs used in this condition were taken on the same day, thus the three person-specific characteristics were maintained between encoding and retrieval. By contrast, in change conditions, the target stimulus photograph and the target photograph included in the lineup were taken on different days and differed in relation to the three person-specific characteristics (target facial hair presence, target cranial hair length and target clothing) and the one contextual characteristic. Regarding target facial hair presence and target cranial hair length, changes were exclusively removal-based (see Terry, 1994). Thus, in change conditions, the target presented in the lineup always had less facial hair and slightly shorter cranial hair than the target presented to participants during encoding (see supplementary materials for an example of the appearance manipulation).

**Lineups**

Participants viewed four lineup trials as part of this research, therefore, four experimental lineups were constructed (i.e. one lineup for each target). As multi-PIE is a modest size face database (i.e. includes < 200 Caucasian, male faces; see Bergold & Heaton, 2018) a variation of the resemblance-match method (see Tunnicliff & Clark, 2000) was used to select eight lineup members, including a target replacement (i.e. replacement), for each
target. The resemblance-match method adopted as part of this research occurred in three phases, the first two of which were undertaken by the authors and the third of which was completed by an independent sample of participants.

During the first phase, every Caucasian, male face in multi-PIE was placed into an attribute pool, based on their approximate age, hair colour and length. During the second phase, 15 faces adjudged to have the highest degree of resemblance to each target’s no-change photograph were selected from the relevant attribute pools to form a ‘target group’ for each target. During the third phase, 34 participants (M age = 27.63 SD = 9.59, range 20–60 years; female = 65.7%; Caucasian = 91.4%), selected and ranked eight faces from each target group that best resembled the respective target. The eight faces (not including the target) with the highest pooled mean resemblance rankings were selected as lineup members for each target, and the lineup members with the highest mean resemblance ranks became the replacements in each target-absent lineup (see supplemental materials).

Effective size and defendant bias
Measures of Tredoux’s (1998, 1999) effective size (Tredoux’s $E'$), and defendant bias (Malpass, 1981) were calculated for each target present and target absent lineup (see supplemental materials). Two independent groups of participants were recruited to assist in this process. The first group comprised 17 participants (M age = 25.71 years, SD = 7.65, range 20–53 years; female = 52.9%; Caucasian = 94.1%) who provided written descriptions of each target face. Descriptors mentioned by at least four participants were then collated to form a single modal description for each target. The second group comprised 58 participants (M age = 22.93, SD = 7.27, range 18–63 years; female = 74.6%; Caucasian = 69.8%) who engaged in an online mock witness task and evaluated each of the lineups by selecting the face that best fit the provided modal description.

No significant differences were observed in Tredoux’s $E'$ within any of the four experimental lineup pairs (i.e. target-present and target-absent variations for each lineup). Collapsed across target presence, measures of Tredoux’s $E'$ ranged from 2.17 to 4.75 (M = 3.60, SD = 0.91). Measures of defendant bias indicated that the proportion of mock witnesses who selected the target or replacement in Lineup 1 (1.46, 1.09, respectively) and Lineup 2 (0.68, 1.82, respectively) did not significantly differ from that expected by chance. By contrast, the proportion of mock witnesses who selected the target or replacement in Lineup 3 (2.82, 2.89, respectively) and Lineup 4 (5.04, 6.01 respectively) did differ significantly from that expected by chance.

Procedure
Participants were directed to an online study, hosted by Qualtrics XM, via a weblink. The study began with an information letter and consent form. Once consent was obtained, participants were advised that they would engage with five lineup trials, the first of which was a practice to familiarise them with the procedure. Participants were informed that target persons may or may not be included in the photographic lineups, and that, if included, target appearance and/or clothing may have changed.

Participants were randomly allocated to one of two lineup conditions. Participants in the simultaneous lineup condition viewed all eight lineup members at the same time...
(lineup members were presented in a single row of eight). Conversely, participants in the sequential lineup condition viewed lineup members one at a time (lineup members were presented individually). For sequential lineups, the Lindsay and Wells (1985) variant was adopted, which allows participants a single view of each lineup member and immediately ends when participants make a positive identification (i.e. when a member of the lineup is selected), or in the absence of a positive identification, when participants viewed all eight lineup members. Participants within each lineup condition were then randomly allocated to one of eight possible sub-conditions. Within each sub-condition, appearance, position, and target were varied across the four lineups. Regarding position, targets and replacements presented third from the left (simultaneous) or third (sequential) in each eight-person lineup constituted early position, and targets and replacements presented sixth from the left (simultaneous) or sixth (sequential), constituted late position. The order in which the four experimental lineups were presented to participants was randomised.

During each experimental lineup trial, participants viewed a target person for three seconds, engaged in a brief distractor task (i.e. watched a two-to-three-minute video and answered a related question), and made an identification decision and an associated post-decisional confidence judgement from a photographic lineup. To record a positive identification decision, participants selected the face of the lineup member they believed to be the target. To make a non-identification (i.e. when no member of the lineup is selected), participants in the simultaneous condition selected the ‘not present’ option for a given lineup, and participants in the sequential condition selected the ‘not present’ option for all eight lineup members. Directly following a decision (positive identification or non-identification), participants were asked to rate their confidence in the accuracy of their decision on a 6-point scale, ranging from 1 ‘uncertain’ to 6 ‘absolutely certain’.

Once participants had completed the four lineup trials, they were asked to provide some basic demographic information (age, gender, and ethnicity). Finally, participants were thanked for completing the study and provided with a debrief statement. Participation took approximately 20–25 min.

**Results**

The results present three sets of analyses. The first set examines the impact of appearance, procedure and position on the frequency of identification decisions and participants’ mean post-decisional confidence ratings in target present and absent lineups. The second set examines the impact of appearance, procedure and position on measures of discrimination accuracy. The third set examines the impact of appearance, procedure and position on confidence-specific accuracy (i.e. the relationship between confidence and accuracy in ‘suspect’ identifications, herein referred to as target/replacement identifications).

Given the mock witness task revealed variation in defendant bias across lineups, preliminary analyses were conducted to examine if identification decisions made from unbiased (i.e. lineups 1 and 2) and biased (i.e. lineups 3 and 4) lineups varied as a function of appearance, procedure and position. These analyses revealed that the pattern of findings was consistent across both sets of lineups (see supplemental materials). Therefore, consistent with previous research, each lineup trial, as opposed to each participant,
was treated as an independent case for the purpose of analysis (Carlson et al., 2019b; Lucas & Brewer, 2022).

**Identification decisions and post-decisional confidence ratings**

Participants’ identification decisions were divided into six categories: correct target identifications (where the target is identified), incorrect foil identifications (where a foil is identified) and incorrect non-identifications (where no one is identified) in target present lineups; and correct non-identifications (where no one is identified), incorrect foil identifications (where a foil is identified), and incorrect replacement identifications (where the replacement is identified) in target absent lineups. As the nature of a correct identification varies as a function of target presence (i.e. target identification or non-identification) data from target present and target absent lineups were analysed separately (Carlson et al., 2016; Manley et al., 2021). Table 1 shows the proportions and frequencies of participants’ target present and absent identification decisions, and Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations of confidence ratings for all target present and absent identification decisions, as a function of appearance, procedure, and position.

To examine the impact of appearance, procedure and position on the frequency of identification decisions, two hierarchical loglinear (HILOG) analyses were conducted. HILOG analysis is an appropriate method for examining eyewitness identification data, as all decision types can be included without being recategorised or recoded (see Colloff et al., 2017; Lucas & Brewer, 2022; Wells et al., 2011). Note, that in HILOG analysis no single variable is classified as a dependent measure, therefore, a two-way interaction is akin to a main effect (e.g. appearance and identification decisions [ID]). Consistent with previous research (e.g. Colloff et al., 2017), z-scores, which indicate the difference between observed and expected frequencies (Field, 2018), were used as a measure of statistical significance. As HILOG analyses can sometimes exclude significant associations with small effect sizes (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013), all higher order interactions of marginal significance (at α < .08) were investigated using likelihood ratio chi-square tests. To examine the impact of appearance, procedure and position on participants’ post-decisional confidence ratings, factorial between-participant ANOVAs were conducted.

**Table 1.** Proportions and frequencies (n) of target present and absent identification decisions as a function of appearance, procedure, and position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Present % (n)</th>
<th>Absent % (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Target ID</td>
<td>Foil ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.71 (60)</td>
<td>0.11 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.66 (58)</td>
<td>0.13 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.71 (62)</td>
<td>0.07 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.56 (50)</td>
<td>0.22 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.33 (29)</td>
<td>0.17 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.34 (29)</td>
<td>0.18 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.37 (33)</td>
<td>0.17 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.22 (19)</td>
<td>0.18 (16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All proportions are rounded to two decimal places. TR = Target replacement.
Table 2. Mean (SD) post-decisional confidence in target present and absent identification decisions as a function of appearance, procedure, and position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Present Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Absent Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Target ID</td>
<td>Foil ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>4.57 (1.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>4.55 (1.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>4.76 (1.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>4.96 (1.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td>4.28 (1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>3.79 (1.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>4.30 (1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>4.53 (0.91)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The scale ranged from 1 (uncertain) to 6 (absolutely certain). TR = Target replacement.
**Target present lineups**

A $2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 3$ backward elimination HILOG was conducted to examine the impact of appearance, procedure and position on the frequency of target present identifications. Examination of the global test of order terms indicated that the highest order effect that reached significance (at $\alpha = .05$) was a two-way interaction, $\chi^2(18) = 107.81$, $p < .001$. Examination of the partial associations pointed to the presence of two significant two-way interactions for appearance and ID, $\chi^2(2) = 91.73$, $p < .001$, and for position and ID, $\chi^2(2) = 6.68$, $p = .035$. Regarding the appearance and ID interaction, participants made significantly more correct identifications in no change (65.7%, $n = 230$) than in change conditions (31.4%, $n = 110$; $z = 8.05$, $p < .001$), and significantly more incorrect non-identifications in change (51.1%, $n = 179$) than in no change conditions (21.1%, $n = 74$; $z = 5.88$, $p < .001$). Incorrect foil identifications were not influenced by appearance.

Regarding the position and ID interaction, participants made significantly more correct identifications when the target was presented early (54.1%, $n = 184$) than late (45.9%, $n = 156$; $z = 2.48$, $p = .013$). Examination of the response frequencies and parameter estimates, however, revealed that the early position advantage was far more pronounced within sequential than simultaneous lineups; and that a three-way interaction for procedure, position and correct identifications was also marginally significant ($z = 1.89$, $p = .058$). To explore the potential procedure, position and ID interaction further, four likelihood ratio chi-square tests were conducted. Of these, one was found to be significant (at Bonferroni corrected $\alpha = .013$). This test confirmed that within sequential lineups, participants made significantly more correct identifications when the target was positioned early (53.4%, $n = 95$) than late (38.8%, $n = 69$), and significantly more incorrect foil identifications when the target was positioned late (20.2%, $n = 36$) than early (11.8%, $n = 21$), $\chi^2(2) = 8.97$, $p = .011$, $w = 0.16$. Incorrect non-identifications were not influenced by procedure or position.

Three $2 \times 2 \times 2$ factorial between-participant ANOVAs were also conducted to examine the impact of appearance, procedure and position on mean confidence ratings for each target present identification response (i.e. correct identifications, incorrect foil identifications, and incorrect non-identifications). The analyses revealed that appearance significantly influenced confidence in correct identifications (at Bonferroni corrected $\alpha = 0.17$), with higher mean confidence ratings in no change ($M = 4.70$, $SD = 1.23$) than change conditions ($M = 4.20$, $SD = 1.23$), $F(1, 332) = 11.36$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2 = .033$. Furthermore, procedure significantly influenced confidence in incorrect non-identifications, with higher mean confidence ratings in simultaneous lineups ($M = 4.17$, $SD = 1.48$) than sequential lineups ($M = 3.56$, $SD = 1.78$), $F(1, 253) = 6.54$, $p = .011$, $\eta^2 = .026$. No other main or interaction effects were significant.

**Target absent lineups**

A $2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 3$ backward elimination HILOG was conducted to examine the impact of appearance, procedure and position on the frequency of target-absent identifications. Examination of the global test of order terms indicated that none of the higher order effects reached significance. Examination of the partial associations and parameter estimates confirmed that no interactions or effects reached significance.
Three 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVAs were then conducted to examine the impact of appearance, procedure and position on mean confidence ratings obtained for each target absent identification response (i.e. correct non-identifications, incorrect foil identifications, and incorrect replacement identifications). The analyses revealed that appearance and procedure significantly influenced confidence in correct non-identifications. Mean confidence ratings were higher in change ($M = 4.41$, $SD = 1.45$) than no change conditions ($M = 4.00$, $SD = 1.51$), $F(1, 483) = 9.07$, $p = .003$, $\eta^2 = .018$, and in simultaneous lineups ($M = 4.45$, $SD = 1.33$) than sequential lineups ($M = 3.98$, $SD = 1.61$), $F(1, 483) = 12.32$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2 = .025$. Procedure also significantly influenced confidence in incorrect foil identifications, with higher mean confidence ratings in sequential lineups ($M = 3.90$, $SD = 1.50$), $F(1, 158) = 6.85$, $p = .010$, $\eta^2 = .042$. No other main or interaction effects were significant.

**Discrimination accuracy**

To evaluate the impact of appearance, procedure and position on the accuracy of participants’ identification decisions, multiple measures of empirical discriminability were computed using the multi-\(d\)' model (see Lee & Penrod, 2019).\(^2\) The multi-\(d\)' model provides information regarding participants’ capacity to discriminate between: targets and replacements, \(d'(TR)\); targets and foils in target-present (TP) lineups, \(d'(TFp)\); replacements and foils in target-absent (TA) lineups, \(d'(RFa)\); and the differential appeal of foils in TA lineups and foils in TP lineups, \(d'(FaFp)\).

Group-level multi-\(d\)' scores were computed for each experimental condition. Consistent with recommendations in the literature (see Mickes et al., 2014) and recent research (e.g. Lee & Penrod, 2022; Rubínová et al., 2021), Gourevitch and Galanter’s (1967) \(G\) test, was used to make statistical comparisons between \(d\)' scores. Note, that statistical comparisons are limited to traditional measures of \(d\)' only (i.e. \(d'[TR]\)). Descriptive comparisons of the other three measures of discrimination (i.e. \(d'[TFp]\), \(d'[RFa]\), \(d'[FaFp]\)) are included to provide additional insight into the differences observed. Table 3 reports multi-\(d\)' estimates for each experimental condition.

As each \(G\) test only allows for the comparison of two \(d\)' scores, initial comparisons focused on the main effects of appearance, procedure and position. Of the three \(G\) tests conducted, one was significant (at Bonferroni corrected $\alpha = 0.17$), $G = 4.29$, $p < .001$. This test showed that participants’ capacity to correctly discriminate between

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(d'(TFp))</th>
<th>(d'(RFa))</th>
<th>(d'(FaFp))</th>
<th>(d'(TR))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No change</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(d'(TFp)\) = capacity to discriminate between targets and foils in TP lineups; \(d'(RFa)\) = capacity to discriminate between replacements and foils in TA lineups; \(d'(FaFp)\) = differential appeal of foils in TA lineups from foils in TP lineups; and \(d'(TR)\) = capacity to discriminate between targets and replacements.
targets (target present) and replacements (target absent) was significantly higher in no change than change conditions (1.89 vs. 1.12). Examination of the multi-\(d^\prime\) measures, suggests that the advantage in discrimination accuracy observed in no change conditions, was primarily driven by differences in the underlying memory strength distributions within target present lineups. Indeed, as shown in Table 3, participants’ capacity to discriminate between targets and foils in target-present lineups (i.e. \(d'[Tfp]\)) was far higher in no change than change conditions (1.52 vs. 0.45). Comparatively, participants’ capacity to discriminate between replacements and foils in target-absent lineups (i.e. \(d'[RFa]\)) did not appear to vary across no change and change conditions (−0.78 vs. −0.88). Further, the differential appeal of foils in target absent and target present lineups (i.e. \(d'[FaFp]\)) showed limited variability across appearance conditions (0.41 vs. 0.21).

As the main effect of appearance was well established, 12 additional \(G\) tests were conducted within both levels of the appearance manipulation to test for higher order interactions between \(d^\prime\) scores that varied as a function of procedure and position. Of these tests, none reached statistical significance (at either Bonferroni corrected \(\alpha = .004\), or conventional \(\alpha = .05\)).

**Confidence-specific accuracy**

To evaluate the impact of appearance, procedure and position on confidence-specific accuracy, confidence-accuracy characteristic (CAC) curves were computed (see Mickes, 2015). CAC curves provide a visual indication as to whether high post-decisional confidence is associated with high decision accuracy, by plotting the probability that a target/replacement identification is accurate, at each specified level of confidence. Consistent with previous research (e.g. Arndorfer & Charman, 2022; Manley et al., 2021), confidence ratings were collapsed (i.e. binned) into three groups, to reflect low (1-3), medium (4-5) and high (6) confidence. Incorrect replacement identifications were made infrequently (i.e. in six of the eight experimental conditions, zero incorrect replacement identifications were recorded at one or more levels of confidence), therefore, CAC curves were computed to assess the reliability of target/replacement identifications made at low, medium and high confidence, as a function of each main effect only.

Figure 1(A–C) presents CAC curves that plot the relationship between confidence and accuracy, as a function of appearance, procedure and position respectively. Note, points on the CAC plots vary in size, reflecting differences in the number of participant decisions obtained at each level of confidence (i.e. larger points reflect a greater number of participant decisions). As shown in the figures, all CAC curves have a positive trajectory, indicating that identification accuracy increased with confidence, regardless of the experimental manipulation. Figure 1(B and C) shows that the diagnostic value of confidence remains similar across procedure type and position placement. That is, target/replacement identifications made from simultaneous and sequential lineups, and early and late suspect positions, were likely to be accurate when associated with the highest level of confidence. While a similar pattern was observed regarding appearance, at the highest level of confidence, participants’ identification accuracy sharply decreased (though remained measurably high) in change (89%) relative to no change (98%) conditions.
Discussion

The present study examined the influence of appearance, procedure, and position on identification decisions, post-decisional confidence ratings, and estimates of discrimination and confidence-specific accuracy. Regarding appearance, consistent with the proposed hypothesis, correct identifications and mean post-decisional confidence in correct identifications both decreased in target-present lineups when target appearance changed. These findings support the assumptions of signal detection theory and demonstrate that when removal-based naturalistic appearance changes were made, match-to-memory signals less frequently exceeded participants’ decision criteria; and when they did, the distance with which match-to-memory exceeded participants’ decision criteria decreased. The findings are also consistent with previous research which has found that when target appearance is disguised, targets are much less likely to be correctly identified (e.g. Cutler et al., 1987; Mansour et al., 2012; O’Rourke et al., 1989; Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006; Pozzulo & Marciniak, 2006). The present findings add to this body of knowledge by demonstrating that removal-based day-to-day naturalistic appearance changes contribute to a substantial decline in identification decision accuracy. In this regard, the findings are consistent with the one prior study to have examined additive day-to-day naturalistic appearance changes in an identification context (Gronlund et al., 2009). Contrary to some findings in the face recognition literature (e.g. Righi et al., 2012; Terry, 1994),

Figure 1. Confidence accuracy characteristic curves (generated using the Python toolkit, Pywitness; Mickes et al., 2022) for appearance (A), procedure (B) and position (C). Note the CAC curves do not have error bars because too few incorrect replacement IDs were made at all levels of confidence to compute stable bootstrap estimates. On the x-axis, numbers 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 denote, low, medium and high confidence, respectively.
the current findings in combination with Gronlund et al. suggest that both removal-based and additive day-to-day naturalistic appearance changes have a comparable effect, and that these may be as disruptive to eyewitness decision-making as distinct-disguise related changes. It is important to acknowledge, however, that additional research is needed that directly compares different appearance change manipulations (e.g. additive and removal-based; and naturalistic and disguise-related) to better understand how appearance impacts the internal cognitive processes underpinning recognition.

In target-absent lineups, correct non-identifications were not affected by appearance but mean post-decisional confidence in correct non-identifications increased in change conditions compared to no change conditions. This finding is consistent with the assumptions of decisional locus theories of confidence processing, such as signal detection theory (Sauer et al., 2008), and demonstrates that when lineup members appeared less like the target in change conditions, the distance with which match-to-memory fell short of participants’ decision criteria increased (Horry & Brewer, 2016). Lineup members were selected to match the appearance of the unchanged target, therefore, participants may have felt more confident making non-identifications in change conditions, because there were fewer latent similarities between lineup members and targets that could resonate in memory, generating feelings of match. While this explanation is somewhat intuitive, it is worth noting that the one known study to have reported how appearance impacts on confidence in correct non-identifications reported contrary findings (Mansour et al., 2012). Mansour et al. observed that the addition of a hat or sunglasses at encoding had no effect, and reduced confidence in correct non-identifications, respectively. Although difficult to draw clear conclusions, the divergent findings of Mansour et al. and the present research might indicate that the influence of appearance on post-decisional confidence is contingent upon the types of changes made. To avoid speculation, additional research is needed to directly compare the impacts of varied appearance manipulations on post-decisional confidence across decision types, with specific consideration for how the manipulations obscure or alter featural and configurational facial properties.

Findings for group-level estimates of decision accuracy were also consistent with the proposed hypothesis, as both discrimination and confidence-specific accuracy decreased when target appearance changed. Regarding discrimination, the current findings revealed that when appearance changed, the decrease in discrimination of the target from the replacement (i.e. \(d'(TR)\)), was driven primarily by the decrease in discrimination of the target from foils in target-present lineups (i.e. \(d'(TP)\)). That is, participants were less capable of accurately distinguishing changed targets from foils but were not more likely to erroneously distinguish replacements from foils in change conditions. That the effect of appearance varied as a function of target presence is not surprising, because in target-absent conditions participants only view a single representation of the target at encoding, and therefore no actual ‘change’ to appearance occurs. This is not to say, however, that the current findings suggest that estimates of decision accuracy as they relate to replacement identifications, are completely immune to the effects of appearance. In fact, the relationship between high-confidence target/replacement identifications (i.e. suspect identifications) was notably impacted by appearance, such that the odds that an identification made at the highest level of confidence was the replacement rather than
the target increased to 1 in 10 in change conditions, compared to just 1 in 50 in no change conditions.

Prior research on appearance in lineup-based recognition contexts has not typically reported traditional estimates of either discrimination or confidence-specific accuracy measures. Nevertheless, the current findings regarding discrimination are broadly consistent with research that has found appearance has a differential influence across target present and absent lineups (Mansour et al., 2012; Pozzulo & Marciniak, 2006), and aligns with recent research which has shown that estimator variables impacting memory (e.g. distance to the target, exposure duration, retention interval, availability of external features) have a considerable deleterious effect on traditional estimates of discrimination accuracy (Giacona et al., 2021; Manley et al., 2021; Semmler et al., 2018). Further, the confidence-specific accuracy findings support the one recently published study to have examined the association between confidence and accuracy with reference to appearance, which found that confidence-specific accuracy declined sharply as target similarity between encoding and retrieval weakened (Charman et al., 2022).

Regarding procedure and position, both had a limited impact on participants’ lineup decisions and did not affect group-level estimates of decision accuracy. In fact, there were no significant main effects of procedure on target present or absent identifications or estimates of decision accuracy. There was, however, a non-significant trend in the data favouring a simultaneous lineup advantage, which is consistent with recently published research (e.g. Seale-Carlisle et al., 2019). Position, by comparison, did influence participants’ target present identifications, though its effect was mostly conditional on procedure. Within sequential target-present lineups, correct identifications were made more frequently when targets were positioned early rather than late, and incorrect foil identifications were made more frequently when targets were positioned late rather than early. The findings are consistent with several studies, which have observed that participants ‘spend’ their identifications on foils preceding the target when targets are positioned late in sequential lineups, (Carlson et al., 2016; Clark & Davey, 2005). However, the findings do not support the assumptions of the diagnostic-feature detection hypothesis, and directly contrast with the emerging body of research which has found evidence of a late position, sequential advantage (Carlson et al., 2008; Gronlund et al., 2009; Meisters et al., 2018). Although not clear cut, it is possible that methodological differences, particularly those associated with lineup composition, have contributed to the discrepant findings between studies.

Although the effect of procedure was relatively limited, it did impact on post-decisional confidence ratings, with confidence higher for incorrect and correct non-identifications, and lower for incorrect foil identifications, in simultaneous than sequential lineups. This finding is mostly inconsistent with prior research, which has reported a range of variable outcomes (e.g. Mansour et al., 2012; Lindsay & Wells, 1985). In fact, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, only one published study has found that participants display higher mean post-decisional confidence in non-identifications made from simultaneous than sequential lineups (Gronlund et al., 2009). Additional research is, therefore, needed to better understand the variable influence of procedure on post-decisional confidence, and to test Dobolyi and Dodson’s (2013) suggestion that methodological differences likely contributed to these inconsistent findings.
Practical implications

This research has several important implications for the criminal justice system. First, the findings regarding appearance provide some evidence to suggest that eyewitness researchers and policy makers may have overestimated the accuracy with which eyewitnesses are able to make decisions from lineups. The rather sobering assessment presented in this paper, was that participants may rely almost exclusively on person-specific cues available at encoding and retrieval to make inferences regarding identity, and yet even naturalistic changes that occur in a matter of days are enough to consistently derail match-to-memory, and subsequent decision accuracy. Indeed, participants seemed unable to reliably look beyond appearance to establish identity, with many erroneously adjudging that a changed target was a different person to the target seen at encoding, as opposed to the same person with different features. That there do not appear to be any feasible and practicable solutions in real-world contexts, particularly to the issue of day-to-day appearance changes, is cause for some concern. Charman et al. (2022) proposed police agencies might be able to mitigate the effects of appearance by ensuring ‘up-to-date’ suspect photographs (i.e. obtained at the time of arrest) be used in lineups. This proposition while sensible, would still have limited utility in cases where a suspect is not apprehended at the scene of a crime. As this study and prior research show, changes which occur naturally over a span of days can be as distortive as deliberate disguises. For this reason, policy makers and eyewitness researchers need to be cognisant that in real-world cases, naturalistic changes to suspect appearance can occur easily and often, and will have a notable detrimental influence on eyewitness decision-making.

Second, the findings regarding confidence-specific accuracy suggest recent claims that highly confident eyewitnesses are likely to be accurate in real-world contexts need to be interpreted with caution. It is important to clarify that the present findings do not challenge the view that confidence and identification decision accuracy (for positive identifications) are, for the most part, well-calibrated and robustly associated. In fact, the present findings clearly show that as confidence in positive identifications increases, generally so too does decision accuracy. The present findings do suggest, however, that the generalisability of this relationship to real-world contexts may be limited by the presence of estimator variables like appearance. In this paper, the accuracy of identifications made at the highest level of confidence, experienced a decline when target appearance changed. This meant, that relative to no change conditions, highly confident witnesses in change conditions were much more likely to mistakenly identify a replacement (i.e. innocent suspect). This finding directly contributes to a worrying trend observed in the recently published literature, which has shown that the presence of estimator variables can undermine the relationship between confidence and accuracy (e.g. Charman et al., 2022; Giacona et al., 2021), reducing both the perceived and probative value of confidence in investigations and subsequent trials. Given this trend, and the propensity for naturalistic appearance changes to occur in the real world, it remains unclear if confidence should be relied on in actual cases to measure or predict the decision accuracy of eyewitnesses. It is important to acknowledge, however, that the present study lacked sufficient data points to compute inferential confidence intervals around specific CAC points. Therefore, additional research that varies the base rates of target present and absent lineups (e.g. Giacona et al., 2021), and/or obtains a much larger sample (e.g. Colloff et al., 2016) is needed to determine the
replicability of the current findings, and further explore the impact of appearance on confidence-specific accuracy. In the meantime, decision-makers and triers of fact should exhibit caution when evaluating the testimony of highly confident eyewitnesses and consider the possibility and probability that estimator variables found to influence the relationship between confidence and accuracy were present or occurred.

Third, the findings regarding procedure and position demonstrate that neither system variable was able to mitigate or minimise the deleterious effects of appearance. These findings are especially concerning given the simple nature of the experimental lineup task (e.g. short retention, front-on image only, no stress) and the subtlety of the appearance manipulations adopted in this study. In real-life settings, where retention is likely to be longer (i.e. further reducing memory strength) and there are likely to be other event and witness factors present that can distort memory, decision accuracy may be even poorer, regardless of how key system variables are manipulated. Unfortunately, there do not appear to be any immediate steps the criminal justice system can take to safeguard identification decisions from the damaging influence of estimator variables like appearance. Therefore, moving forward, researchers must be encouraged to develop and explore the utility of radical and novel alternative system factors (Wells et al., 2006). In exploring alternatives, researchers should consider approaches that currently exist outside the realm of what is considered reasonable or practicable, as well as those that eschew the constraints of the enduring but flawed identification paradigm. For example, researchers could examine if promising alternative approaches to identification, that involve collecting multiple non-categorical confidence or similarity judgments in place of (e.g. Brewer & Doyle, 2021; Jordan, 2021; Sauer et al., 2008; Zwartz, 2016), prior to (Carlson et al., 2019a), or following (e.g. Huang & Fitzgerald, 2023; Smith et al., 2023) a single categorical decision, are as susceptible to the influences of appearance and other estimator variables.

**Limitations and future research**

Like all experimental research, the present study was subject to several limitations. First, still photographs of the target, taken from a single angle were used as encoding stimuli. Still, photographs are not representative of a criminal event in the real world, where eyewitnesses often encode a moving perpetrator, from multiple angles, while being exposed to several additional contextual factors. The use of still photographs, therefore, has limited ecological validity, which may affect the generalisability of the findings. While presenting participants with a mock crime video at encoding may better capture the ‘mundane realism’ associated with a criminal event, to the best of the authors’ knowledge there were no openly available mock crime materials which captured subtle, day-to-day naturalistic changes to target appearance. As the present findings suggest that subtle changes to appearance can have a substantial impact on participants’ recognition capabilities, future research should develop and utilise more ecologically valid encoding stimuli to better understand how these appearance changes impact witnesses in an applied context.

Second, participants in this study completed four lineup trials. In actual criminal investigations, eyewitnesses are rarely required to respond to multiple lineups with different targets. Within an experimental context, participants presented with multiple lineups
might experience practice or learning effects and amend how they respond to each lineup in the sequence (Van Lehn, 1996). However, recent research suggests that participants can complete many lineup trials in a sequence (e.g. 24), with no evidence of practice or learning effects (Mansour et al., 2017).

Third, the appearance manipulation adopted in the present study altered three person-specific characteristics (i.e. a reduction in hair length, the removal of stubble, and a change of clothing). While these changes could all occur on a day-to-day basis, research on context effects in person identification suggests that the changes likely had a cumulative effect (Righi et al., 2012; Terry, 1994; Thomson et al., 1982), exacerbating the size of the observed difference in identifications across no change and change conditions. Additional research, therefore, should focus on the development of research materials which systematically vary the appearance of selected target persons, allowing researchers to better quantify the contribution that individual changes to target appearance have on lineup-based decision-making. By doing this, researchers will be able to further explore if the influence of appearance is a consequence of specific featural, or general configurational changes.

**Conclusion**

The inferences that eyewitnesses make regarding the likely identity of an unknown perpetrator, appear to be based primarily on the person-specific cues, or visual patterns of information available during the criminal event and during a lineup presentation. The present findings highlight one of the pitfalls of relying primarily on person-specific information to form identity judgements, because appearances can be deceiving. As discussed, making naturalistic changes to target appearance contributed to a large decline in correct identifications, confidence in correct identifications, and overall estimates of decision accuracy. Further, two important system-controlled variables were unable to provide any improvements regarding the accuracy or reliability of identification decisions, when appearance had changed. Collectively, these findings highlight the risks of presenting what appear to be subjective assessments of match between a perceptual representation of a person and a memorial representation of a person, in terms of sameness (i.e. identity). For when the appearance of a perpetrator presented as part of a lineup does not provide an exact match to the perpetrator seen during a criminal event, witnesses tend to mistake these representations as different people rather than the same person with different features. Therefore, in real cases involving unknown suspects, it is important that triers of fact and the criminal justice system continue to treat identifications and the confidence associated with them, with the utmost caution.

**Notes**

1. Research has shown that people process and recognise familiar (i.e. known) and unfamiliar (i.e. unknown) faces in qualitatively different ways (e.g. Hancock et al., 2000). Therefore, it is important to acknowledge that this paper focuses on the identification of unknown targets (i.e. perpetrators) only.
2. To avoid confusion, acronyms from the original multi-d' model have been retitled to reflect the terminology used in this paper. For example, as the terms target (T) and replacement (R)
were used in place of guilty (G) and innocent suspect (I) respectively, the acronym d'(TR) is used in place of d'(GI).
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Appendix. Appearance, position, and target variations for the four lineup trials within each randomly allocated viewing condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Lineup 1</th>
<th>Lineup 2</th>
<th>Lineup 3</th>
<th>Lineup 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TP-NC-E</td>
<td>TA-C-L</td>
<td>TP-C-L</td>
<td>TA-NC-E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TP-NC-L</td>
<td>TA-C-E</td>
<td>TP-C-E</td>
<td>TA-NC-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3*</td>
<td>TA-C-E</td>
<td>TP-NC-L</td>
<td>TA-NC-L</td>
<td>TP-C-E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*</td>
<td>TA-C-L</td>
<td>TP-NC-E</td>
<td>TA-NC-E</td>
<td>TP-C-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TP-C-E</td>
<td>TA-NC-L</td>
<td>TP-NC-E</td>
<td>TA-NC-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TP-C-L</td>
<td>TA-NC-E</td>
<td>TP-NC-E</td>
<td>TA-NC-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TA-NC-E</td>
<td>TA-C-L</td>
<td>TA-C-L</td>
<td>TP-NC-E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TA-NC-L</td>
<td>TA-C-E</td>
<td>TA-C-E</td>
<td>TP-NC-L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TP/TA = target present/absent, NC/C = no change/change, and E/L = early/late position. *In the sequential lineup condition, a Qualtrics coding error occurred in viewing conditions 3 and 4, such that participants viewed the late and early variants of lineup 4 respectively, as opposed to the early and late variants (as per the simultaneous lineup condition).